
 

Phoenix Software Joins Microsoft 
Intelligent Security Association (MISA) 
 

As a Microsoft partner with 11 specialisations, Microsoft Azure Expert MSP 
status, a top three FastTrack partner and UK partner of the year 2021 – the 
MISA membership will see Phoenix Software and Microsoft’s relationship 
strengthen to further support and empower their customers.  

MISA is an ecosystem of independent software vendors and managed security service providers that 
have integrated their solutions with Microsoft's security technology to better defend and protect 
organisations against a world of increasing threats. 
MISA helps customers find, try, and buy security solutions that work with their digital environments. 
As a member of MISA, Phoenix Software can leverage Microsoft Security products to extend solution 
capabilities and share threat intelligence. They can also get additional access to product teams to 
speed up integration.  

Craig Taylor, Cloud and Solutions Director at Phoenix Software, says: “We’re excited to become part 
of the Microsoft Intelligent Security Association. This recognition reflects the investment we’re 
making in Microsoft Security services to support our customers and underscores the importance of 
our strategic relationship with Microsoft. MISA alongside our Security Specialisations and the 
Security Solution Partner designation in the Microsoft Cloud Partner program reinforces our position 
as a Microsoft Security focused partner.”  

Phoenix Software’s offer within MISA is their Sentinel Essentials managed service which uses the 
power of Microsoft Sentinel to provide customers with a thorough understanding of what security 
events, issues, and threats are happening in real-time within their on-premise and cloud 
environments. The service gives customers access to Phoenix’s cyber security specialists 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year and is tailored specifically to the organisation’s requirements to 
ensure the customer’s systems and data are always protected. 

“Microsoft Sentinel brings together data, intelligent analytics, and workflows to unify and accelerate 
threat detection and response across the enterprise. With Microsoft Sentinel Content hub 
customers gain access to robust built-in and partner published content and solutions with the click 
of a button. We are excited to work with partners like Phoenix Software, to develop valuable and 
innovative content for our users.”- Rob Lefferts, Corporate Vice President, Modern Protection and 
SOC at Microsoft. 

About Phoenix Software  
Phoenix enables digital transformation in the workplace, empowering UK organisations to innovate 
and transform with cloud technology, data, AI, security, and collaboration tools. By understanding 
the individual goals of its customers, Phoenix delivers remarkable, outcome focused IT solutions and 
services that allow UK organisations to make a difference to the lives of their employees, service 
users, and communities. 

https://www.phoenixs.co.uk/partner/microsoft/
https://www.phoenixs.co.uk/managed-services/it-security-managed-services/sentinel-essentials/


 

 
Phoenix is a signatory on the Race at Work Charter, and a Disability Confident Committed and Living 
Wage employer. The company is also actively involved in the Women in IT Network, set up to 
encourage more women into the IT industry. 

phoenixs.co.uk 

LinkedIn: Phoenix Software 

Twitter: @PhoenixYork 

Instagram: @phoenix_software 

YouTube: Phoenix Software 

For more information, please contact Jennifer Wilson at Phoenix Software by emailing Jennifer-
wilson@phoenixs.co.uk. 
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